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With concerns about escalating screen-time, the impact of violence, unexpected costs and interloping strangers it
can be tempting to lock down video games to limit their negative impact. While some sensible boundaries are
helpful, they are only a short term solution for how we guide children towards gaming health. Like other areas of
childhood, parents and carers can have a powerful steering presence by engaging and participating in the video
games their children play. This not only reduces risks because they are aware of the kinds of activities, interactions
and costs involved but makes video games a part of family life. Along with building dens, climbing trees, cooking
and family walks, playing games with children enables parents to guide the quality of content being played. This
may start with sharing the games children are currently playing, understanding why they love it and celebrating
successes. But with a little research, this can grow into suggesting other games to play and higher ambitions for

what kids get out of playing long-standing favourites.

A New Media For Everyone
Video games are a different kind of media. Because they are new and we
don’t entirely understand their potential yet. They’ve become hugely
popular and commercially successful as blockbuster entertainment for
children and teenagers. However, like books, films and music, the real
range of video games on offer is much broader than this. There are games
about every topic you could imagine, and aimed at a wide range of ages
and perspectives.

If you want to turbocharge your care of a child who loves playing video
games, the best thing to do is to find games you want to play yourself. This
can sound like strange advice until we consider how hard it would be
caring for a child who loves books without reading ourselves or guiding a
child who loves music without sharing our favourite songs.

Creators Not Consumers
Ambition for their future means parents and carers support activities where
children are excelling. While this is familiar territory when a child is brilliant at
an instrument or learning a foreign language, it’s easy to miss the need for
our enthusiasm when it comes to video games. Along with the general
connection and good feelings that come from a parent or carer
celebrating success in an activity that a child enjoys comes the imperative
that they could go further than they realise themselves. The rise in
competitive video games can sound peculiar but requires great skill, draws
large audiences and comes with high prize money for professional players.
Beyond this, parents can guide children towards other careers in video
games which need diverse creative, technical and social skills.

A simple and effective way to do this is to encourage children to create as
well as consume games. This can start as simple customisation of the games
that allow you to design maps and characters. Then there are games like
Mario Maker on Wii U, 3DS and Switch where you can design and share
levels for other players. Dreams on thePlayStation 4 takes this further with an
accessible game creator that’s also really powerful.

Video Game Diet
Gaining an understanding of what video games are, what they are like to
play and the different experiences on offer, enables you to encourage a
varied gaming diet. Similar to how we don’t worry about plate-time but
what’s on the plate, we can differentiate between different types of screen
experience. Playing Fortnite offers exuberant excitement and connection to
friends. Playing Mario Kart connects us to the players sitting next to us.
Roblox can be a place for children to play at having a job or surviving a
storm. Minecraft can be a tranquil escape from a busy day at school. Alto’s
adventure can be a way to calm anxiety or jangling nerves.

Parents and carers can expand these experiences. Kingdoms Two Crowns,
Reigns and Life is Strange teach players to trust their instincts in game-worlds
built to encourage risk and hunch taking. Florence, Abzu, Journey and
Brothers Tale of Two Sons are a gentle way for children to learn about their
own emotional responses to challenging situations as well as appreciating
how people experiencing them firsthand may feel. Eco and One Hour, One
Life encourage the altruism of building something that other players benefit
from.

Finding Games
You Want
Children To Play
Parenting rather than policing
video games equips children to
build good habits and a healthy
relationship with digital media for
when they leave home and
parents aren’t around to enforce
the rules. One challenge can be
finding the kinds of games you
want your children to play. There
are good resources to help you
with this. Many of the examples
in this guide come from Andy
Robertson's new book - Taming
Gaming book:
https://unbound.com/books/ta
ming-gaming/

There are also websites that
provide video game suggestions
like - AskAboutGames
https://www.askaboutgames.co
m. Also, there are good Twitter
accounts that help, like
Wholesome Games
(@_wholesomegames) and Non-
Violent Game Of The Day
(@NVGOTD).

You can also use the FPB
Classification and Rating
website.
(https://www.fpb.org.za/)


